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Abstract
Cardiovascular sickness is a foremost rationale of bleakness and mortality in the current livelihood. Healthcare
industry is commonly "rich in information", but regrettably all the data are not mined [4]. Data mining is most
essential for discovering the hidden patterns and to take the effective decision based upon their algorithms and
techniques. In this paper we proposed Modified Proportional Conflict Redistributions fusion rules for the
combination of uncertainty and conflicting information, which allow us to deal with highly conflicting data which is
available in the database.
Modified Proportional Conflict Redistribution1 (PCR1) rule is one of the efficient fusion rules for combination of
indecisive, vague and highly inconsistent data. Conjunctive rule has been applied in the proposed work. The
proposed Modified PCR1 mechanism is applied in the Cleveland dataset which is obtained from UCI machine
learning repository and obtained 88.5% accuracy. The experimental consequences show substantiation of the
performance of the proposed strategy in prediction of the cardio vascular diseases is high in terms of accuracy which
makes the Modified PCR1 method is suitable for coeval applications too.
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1. Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are one of the large amount lethal ailment across the sphere. Clinically, to check the
therapeutic stipulation of a human heart, stethoscope is used. Heart condition of the patients can be
understand and interpret only by the trained medical professionals.
Basically varieties of malady affect a diacritic. Some of the affliction is called congenital diseases, which
occur for a solitary, right from their birth. Some the indisposition occurs owing to their heredity.
Cardiovascular disease is one among the disease, which has the possibilities of phenomenon amid the people
due to their heredity. Nowadays modern hospitals are well outfitted with monitoring and other data
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collection devices ensuing in massive data which are collected incessantly through health assessment and
medical treatment.
This paper presents a machine learning based classification system, to predict the heart disease among the
patients. This can be predicted based on few attributes like age, chest pain type, cholesterol, fasting blood
sugar, resting electrocardiographic results, exercise induced angina and resting blood pressure [11]. The
proposed framework involves prediction of occurrence of heart disease among the patients based on
proportional conflict redistribution (PCR1) rule. The PCR1 is the preponderance efficient and effectual
redistribution rule, which has been successfully implemented to many problems.
2. Literature Work
Florentin Smarandache et.al. [1], proposed the five version of Proportional Conflict Re- distribution rule (PCR)
for information fusion together with numerous examples. In PCR1 the author restricted from the hyper-power
set to the power set and without degenerate cases. The PCR rule redistribute the conflicting mass, after the
conjunctive rule has been applied, proportionally with some functions depending on the masses assigned to their
corresponding columns in the mass matrix. DSMT is an extension of Bayesian theories. DSMT theories have
proficient combination of vague, indefinite and highly conflicting sources of information. In this work, the
author describe from PCR1 to PCR5. PCR1 basically compute the total conflicting mass. The total mass which
is involved in the conflict is distributed to the non-empty set in PCR2. In PCR3, partial conflict involved. That
is, instead of using the total conflicting mass, one transfers partial conflicting masses to non-empty sets. PCR4
redistributes the partial conflicting mass to the elements implicated in the partial conflict. PCR5 increases the
intricacy of the rules and also the precision of the redistribution of conflicting masses.
F. Smarandache et.al. [2], performed work on PCR1 along with WAO (Weighted Average Operator). Dynamic
fusion is introduced by author in this proposed work. The feature of PCR1 is that, it works on degenerate cases
as well as on non-degenerate cases. Author applied the proposed work on Smets‟ rule, Yager‟s rule, DSm hybrid
rule, Murphy‟s rule, Dubois-Prade‟s rule and Dempster‟s rule. Basically the entire rule uses the combination of
commutative and associative rule. The hybrid DSm Rule is a new powerful rule of combination. The author
widen WAO for the degenerate case, the conflict mass is transferred to non-empty disjunctive form when all
non-empty sets together, i.e., when all column sums of all non empty sets are zero.
Purushottam et.al. [3], proposed the exertion on efficient heart disease prediction system using data mining
techniques. The author used test and training data to find out the accuracy of the dataset. K-10 fold method is
used to test and training dataset and find the accuracy of 86.3% and 87.3% respectively. Compare to other
mining techniques this method provide the better results, which help medical practitioner in taking effective
decision making about the heart disease level among the patients. Some of the rules generated by proposed
systems are original rule, pruned rule and classified rule, rules without duplicates, polish and sorted rule.

Sentz K [4], author explained study of Dempster-Shafer theory offers an option to customary probabilistic
theory for the mathematical representation of ambiguity. Author analyzed the three imperative functions in
Dempster-Shafer theory. At the foremost stage, analyzed the basic probability assignment function called as
bpa. In the second stage, the Belief function (Bel) is analyzed and at the last stage the Plausibility function (Pl)
is investigated. Different types of rules are examined in this paper like Yager‟s Rule, Inagaki‟s Rule, Zhang‟s
Rule and so on. This theory effectively combines the Bayesian notion of probabilities with the traditional idea of
sets. Author explains Dempster-Shafer theory does not dictate a proclamation regarding the probability of the
individual constituents of the set or interval.
3. Methodologies Used
3.1 Fusion
Fusion is assimilation of information that formed from numerous sources and demoralized that conjoining or
merging facts from various tasks such as answering questions and decision making. Fusions are basically two
types. Static fusion and dynamic fusion.
In static fusion all the belief functions are combined simultaneously.
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In dynamic fusion the belief functions are available sequential one subsequent to another, and the current belief
function is restructured by combining itself with a recently obtainable belief function.
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Figure 1. Fusion theory

The above figure evidently reveals that, we can have input factors and „n‟ number of classifiers like C1, C2,
C3……Cn in a fusion. All the input factors are combined together and undergo various classifiers stages and
finally the classified data‟s are analyzes in the fusion rule and produce the result.
3.2 Dezert-Smarandache Theory-DSMT
The Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) is well thought-out as an expansion of the Dempster-Shafer (DS) on
top of the Bayesian theories. Since, Bayesian theories deal with statistical classifier, whereas DSmT deals with
fusion rule. DSmT is an substitute of mathematical probabilistic theory. The fusion process for proficient
grouping of uncertain, imprecise and highly conflicting sources of consel. Dempster‟s rule transfers the total
conflicting mass to non-empty sets proportionally with their resulting stacks [2].
In this paper we modified Proportional Conflict Re-distribution rule (PCR) for information fusion together with
heart disease dataset which is available from UCI Cleveland dataset. PCR1 constrained from the hyper-power
set to the power set and devoid of degenerate cases gives the same consequence as the Weighted Average
Operator (WAO) [3]. The PCR rules redistribute the conflicting mass, after the conjunctive rule has been
applied, proportionally with some functions depending on the masses assigned to their corresponding columns
in the heap matrix. The subsequent figure 2. Clearly explains the application of DSmT at different level.
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Figure 2. DSmT for Information fusion

From the above diagram, it is palpably stated that DSmT application is categorized as different level. The levels
are ranged from level 0 to level 5. In level 0, data assessment is carried out i.e., the present condition of the
collected data and analysis is carried out. In level 1, object assessment is prepared, that is simultaneous track and
identification of data as well as image fusion is done. In level 2, situation assessment is performed i.e., event,
association among data and entity determination is performed. In level 3 and 4, impact assessment like risk
assessment and process refinement like performance evaluation and management are made simultaneously. In
the last stage user refinement is gone through i.e., decision making process is carried out.
3.3 Proportional Conflict Redistribution Rule (PCR rule)
Proportional Conflict Redistributions (PCR) permits us to covenant with extremely contradictory sources for
static and dynamic fusion applications [1]. It deals with ambiguity and incompatible information which is
available in the data. Conjunctive rule has been applied on proportional conflict redistributions. The common
theory of PCR rules is to apply the conjunctive rule on the dataset and then redistribute the conflicting masses
assigned to their equivalent columns in the mass matrix.
PCR rules are hinge on total or partial conflicting masses, which are moved to the consequent sets
proportionally to some functions based on weighting coefficients, which depend on their corresponding mass
matrix columns [3]. It relocates conflicting masses to non-empty sets implicated in the conflicts proportionally
with reverence to the masses assigned to them. At the beginning stage, PCR calculate the conjunctive rule of the
belief masses of sources. Next, it calculate the composite or sectional conflicting masses and redistribute it to
the non-empty set, which is involved in the conflicts masses.

Advantage of PCR1


The foremost advantage is that, it can calculate both the total or partial conflict masses.
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The execution of PCR1 rule is very easy and simple.



It is less cost effective and an easy alternative fusion rule for an existing rule.



Very easy to adoptable to PCR1, as it contain simple formula and algorithm.



As the specificity of knowledge is preserved, PCR1 rule mechanism works fine compare to other rules.



Reflects the majority rules compare to other rules.

3.4 Conjunctive Rule
If both sources of information are telling the truth, then we apply the conjunctive rule [4], which means
consensus between them:

VA € Sθ, one has

m1(A) =
∑
m1(X1) m2(X2)
X1 X2€ Sθ
X1∩ X2=A

Where the Total Conflicting Mass is:

K12 = ∑
m1(X1) m2(X2)
X1 X2€ Sθ
X1∩ X2=θ

3.5 Qualitative Conjunctive Rule
The Qualitative Conjunctive Rule (qCR) of s ≥ 2 sources is defined similarly to the quantitative conjunctive
consensus rule, i.e.

s
∑
∏ q mi (Xi)
X1…. Xn € Gθ i = 1
X1∩ Xn= X

q mqCR (X) =

The total qualitative conflicting mass is given by

s
∑
∏ q mi (Xi)
θ i=1
X1…... Xn € G
X1∩…∩ Xn= θ

K 1…..s =

3.6. General Principles of PCR rule
Let‟s θ = { θ1, θ2……, θn} be the frame of the fusion problem under consideration and two belief assignments
m1, m2 : G
[0,1] such that ∑ X€G mi(X) =1, where i=1,2. The following are the some of the steps to be
proceeded for PCR as follows:
Step 1: Compute the conjunctive rule, V X € G.
Step 2: Compute the partial or total conflicting masses.
Step 3: Proportionally redistribute the conflicting partial or total mass to non-empty sets.
4. Algorithm for Modified PCR1
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Algorithm 1: Modified Proportional Conflict Redistribution1
Input : Proposition, positive and negative proposition, positive and negative mass, mass_pcr
Output : Accurate predict percentage
1. Begin
2.
Algorithm pcr(data)
3.
proposition=findpropositions(data)
4.
positive_proposition=calculate_positive_proposition(data)
5.
confilict_proposition=calculate_conflict_proposition(data)
6.
positive_mass=calculate_positive_mass(data,positive_proposition)
7.
conflict_mass=calculate_conflict_mass(data,conflict_proposition)
8.
mass_pcr=update_mass_calculated(data,confilict_mass,positive_mass)
9.
if(mass_pcr>=6.25) :
10.
predict="positive"
11.
else:
12.
predict="negative"
13.
accuracy = calculate_accuracy(predict,dataoutcome)
14.
Return accuracy percentage
15. End
The above proposed Modified Proportional Conflict Redistribution algorithm helps to find out the accurate
percentage for heart disease prediction among the patients, where the dataset was collected from UCI machine
learning repository [11]. In the foremost stage, proposition of the data was designed. In the second stage,
positive proposition and conflict proposition of the data was deliberated. Next, the positive mass and conflict
mass was calculated based on the positive and conflict proposition. In the line number 8, mass value of the pcr is
intended based on the data, positive mass and conflict mass. From line number 9 to 12, it check for if condition,
which tries to predict the positive occurrences or negative occurrences of heart disease among the patients in the
dataset. Finally, based on the data outcome from the previous condition checking, it calculates the accuracy
percentage of heart disease among the patients.
5. Result and Discussion
There are many classification algorithms are available in data mining, such as the Classification tree, Random
forest, Decision tree, Naïve Bayes algorithm, Bayesian belief network, Nearest Neighbor algorithm and so
on[12]. Among them, we choose the Naïve Bayes algorithm. Naïve Bayes algorithm is one of the statistical
classifier. It helps to find out the probability among the data. It is one of the simple and reliable algorithms even
for large number of dataset.
Dezert-Smarandache Theory (DSmT) was the extension of Bayesian theory which deals with the fusion process
for proficient combination of uncertain, imprecise and highly conflicting sources of information [5]. DSmT
deals with fusion rule. As an alternative of applying a direct transfer of partial conflicts onto partial uncertainties
as with DSmT, the idea behind the Proportional Conflict Redistribution (PCR) rule is to transfer (total or partial)
conflicting masses to nonempty sets involved in the conflicts proportionally with respect to the masses assigned
to them by sources.
Since DSmT is an extension of Bayesian theory, the proposed work PCR1 was compared with Naïve Bayes
algorithm. As, our previous effort was modification of Modified Multinomial Naïve Bayes algorithm, it produce
the accuracy percentage for heart disease prediction as 79.5% for the current dataset and our improved exertion
i.e. PCR1 produce 88.5% of accuracy for heart disease prediction. Some other classification algorithms are
correlate with the proposed work. The following table and figure help us to understand the work in clear
manner.
Table 1. Comparison of various classification algorithms

Classification Tree

71.30

Naïve Bayes

79.50
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SVM

75.90

Random Forest

73.90

Modified Multinomial Naïve Bayes

74.87

Modified PCR1

88.50

Figure 3. Comparison of various classification algorithms

5. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed the work on Proportional Conflict Redistribution rule (PCR1) in combination of
information fusion and it is implemented by applying the conjunctive rule. Basically, PCR1 restricted from the
hyper-power set to the power set without degenerating the cases. PCR1 redistribute the total conflicting mass
[7]. The experimental outcome signifies that the algorithm can achieve better classification performance
compared to other classification algorithm. The major contribution of this work is to help non-specialized
doctors to make correct decision about the heart disease risk level prediction. The experimental consequences
show substantiation of the recital of the proposed method in prediction of the cardio vascular diseases is high in
terms of accuracy which makes the Modified PCR1 method is suitable for real-time applications too.
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